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Abstract

How we teach animation is often reduced to a simplistic binary: we ‘train’ people to work in industry or we ‘educate’ them

to be creative thinkers. This leads to a bifurcation of ‘skills’ on the one hand and ‘academic’ outcomes on the other.

Industry discourses about ‘skills gaps’ and universities’ focus on ‘employability’ further entrench this perception. We need

more critical studies of animation education to challenge this simplistic model, and the assumptions that underpin it.

 

This paper examines one prevailing view of many animation degrees – that we should teach students to think

‘entrepreneurially’. This seems like pure common sense; but I want to argue that there is more to thinking

‘entrepreneurially’. Rentschler (2002) offers a model for understanding ‘the entrepreneurial field’ more widely, identifying

four tendencies: Entrepreneur, Managerialist, Impresario and Custodian. She takes a set of activities that have become

broadly understood and accepted simplistically – entrepreneurs are business-people – and looks at them with more

nuance.

 

Oli Mould (2018) outlines what we (should) mean by the term ‘creative’, and the consequences of allowing it to be

colonised by the discourses associated with neoliberalism. My argument is that animation education, when it invokes

notions of the ‘entrepreneurial’, needs to be similarly critically and politically engaged.
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